Information on the Mini Mountains
Aligning with ‘Mini-Mountains’ – the Beryl Family
The stones you are most consciously acquainted with in this family are the Aquamarine,
Emerald and Morganite stones.
For Humans, the Beryl family is most beneficial due to its frequency of assisting Humans in
dealing with the daily stresses of their lives. They subconsciously encourage Humans to release
unnecessary or unintended emotional baggage, often found in the form of fear. This release of
fear creates the courage and confidence for Humans to identify the next steps in their life
journey.
For Hybrids, the Beryl family of stones reminds them of their inherent talents and assists in
expanding those talents once the Hybrid Soul begins to put them to use.
The energy of the Beryl family is shifted by the presence of Luman energy. The shift is
typically toward a less direct and, therefore, more subtle impact … all the more powerful as it
cannot be blocked by cultural thinking.

Aligning with ‘Mini-Mountains’ – the Chrysoberyl Family
The Chrysoberyl family is a lesser-known family. Although not discovered on the Earth plane
until the late 18th century (by Human time calculation), it has become an important and
valuable family for humanity. The most well-known of this family is Alexandrite and Cats Eye.
For Humans, the Chrysoberyl family creates permanence in the energy healing process and is
often used in conjunction with other stones. These other stones focus on the specific healing
and the Chrysoberyl stone focuses on creating the permanence.
For Hybrids, the Chrysoberyl family is particularly powerful in expanding their intuition and
enhancing their specific Hybrid talents. When appropriate, Chrysoberyl can also enhance a
Hybrid’s personal and Soul magnetism.
The energy of the Chrysoberyl family is realigned by the presence of Luman energy. The
ability to expand intuition and enhance Hybrid talents is realigned to that of connecting to the
power of the Universe, a very disconcerting and joyful connection.

Aligning with ‘Mini-Mountains’ – the Corundum Family
Although the Corundum family is not considered rare, two of the crystalline forms within the
family are popular and relatively rare. They are the Sapphire and Ruby. These are two
immensely powerful stones, even for Humans.
For Humans, stones within the Corundum family promote seeing into the unknown and are
very capable of multiplying a Human’s normal intuitive awareness. Asleep Humans in the
presence of Corundum stones can become like soothsayers and speak in tongues … never to do
so again until in the presence of such stones.

For Hybrids, especially Hybrid Elders (those advanced souls with several Earth iterations as
Hybrid and with a dominant amount of Luman Soul DNA) this stone expands the wisdom
beyond the areas of Soul consciousness. This can be a bit disconcerting when the Elder is
committed to staying on the Earth plane in an incognito role. Such wisdom is exceedingly
difficult to deny and, therefore, to hide.
When a Luman further activates a Corundum stone, especially a Sapphire or Ruby, the stone
becomes the stone of enlightment. Within this enlightenment is both the expansion of wisdom,
and a rejuvenation and realignment leaving the Hybrid in perfect attunement to The All/The
Divine.

Aligning with ‘Mini-Mountains’ – the Feldspar Family
The Feldspar family is the most abundant mineral on the Earth plane, making up nearly 60%
of the Earth’s crust. This family is distinguished by composition and all are comprised of
aluminum and silicate ions. The most known members of the Feldspar family are Amazonite,
Labradorite, Moonstone, and Sunstone.
Feldspar is usually considered to be a lunar stone that inspires and encourages the
development of clairvoyance and clairaudience (the ability to see and hear energy and
spirits). It is this lunar alignment which creates the greatest impact on Humans, leaving them
with a sense of new beginnings.
Hybrids are affected very differently by Feldspar. Being in its presence can actually create an
unbalancing of the natural rhythm of the Hybrid Soul. This unbalancing occurs due to the lunar
pull on the Hybrid rhythm, a pull that creates dis-ease and an unbalanced rhythm in the Soul’s
essence. Do not assume that this is necessarily negative. Instead, note when you, a Hybrid, are
drawn to any of the Feldspar family of stones. This indicates a desire for shifting to a different
frequency, paradigm, and/or timeline.
The Luman impact on Felspar is negligible. This is due to the honoring of the lunar energies
and flow. Most often Lumen will seek out Feldspar for their own calming and alignment.

Aligning with ‘Mini-Mountains’ – the Garnet Family
Although the Red Garnet is the best-known member of the Garnet family, the family is, in
fact, one of the largest and most diverse stone families, consisting of many different gemstone
varieties.
Members of the Garnet family have an interesting impact on Humans. By its nature, Garnet’s
impact can be quite different, depending upon the individual. It can inspire both serenity and
passion; balance and in-balance; energizing or demoralizing feelings. Which impact the stone
has depends greatly upon the survival instinct of the Human being.
The impact of Garnet for aware and awake Hybrids is that of renewal and balance. Garnets
activate the survival instinct in such a manner that they create a sense of courage and stamina
in the face of challenge and adversity.
Lumen enjoy being in the company of Garnets. As Lumen consider all of the stone families to
be alive and communicative, their relationships to each family differs by the personality of the

that family. For Lumen, the Garnet family is the warmest and welcoming of the families. It
simply feels good to a Lumen to be in their presence.

Aligning with ‘Mini-Mountains’ – the Jade Family
When We, The Mountains of the World, speak of Jade, we are speaking of Jadeite and
Nephrite. Jade, as the term is meant to be used, only includes these two stones.
For Humans, the energy of Jade can bring good luck and beneficial outcomes. Note the word
‘can’. Jade is the only stone that is ‘present’ enough with Humans that it is capable of also
bringing bad luck and harmful outcomes. Which outcome depends upon the frequency of the
Human and the karma created by that Human thus far in this lifetime, or perhaps carried over
from other lifetimes. Jade is rather fickle in this regard.
When interacting with an aware and awake Hybrid, especially those with consistency and
commitment to their agenda, Jade becomes a very impressive and supportive stone. That is
when the good luck, beneficial results, positive vibe, and valuable insights can be counted on.
With an aware and awake Hybrid, Jade is utterly wonderful to befriend.
Jade adores Lumen. Although fickle with Humans and delightful with Hybrids, Jade becomes
dazzling in its abilities when in the presence of a Luman. If you happen on Jade and feel a
buzzing, you know it has been in the presence of a Luman most recently. And, as a Hybrid, you
can benefit from that presence.

Aligning with ‘Mini-Mountains’ – the Opal Family
The Opal family is unique in its lack of crystalline structure and percentage of water within
the stone composition. For your scientist, these are two interesting facts. For the Cosmos, this
creates a vastly different energy system and, therefore, ability to impact Humans and Hybrids.
For Humans, Opals have the nasty tendency of bringing the Human’s characteristics and
traits to awareness and observation. This often includes not just the Human in relationship with
the Opal, it can also include other Humans in the sphere of the Opal. For this reason, it is not
unusual for those not wanting to examine their depths and, therefore, evolve, to shun the
energy of Opal. For humans interested in evolving their consciousness, Opal can be extremely
helpful although not always nice.
For Hybrids, especially those aware and awake, Opal is a partner in development. As you are
moving toward optimizing your Luman Soul DNA and, therefore, your Hybrid self, being in the
presence of Opal is quite beneficial. It is like taking a short cut in development. Such is the
power of Opal for a Hybrid.
When Lumen are in the presence of Opal, the stone is immediately energized and becomes
more of a sling-shot trajectory toward optimization than simply a short cut. Being in the energy
of an Opal which has recently spent time with a Luman creates the feeling of warping time and
space creating a timeline impossible for the Human brain to conceive!

Aligning with ‘Mini-Mountains’ – the Quartz Family

The Quartz family is the second most predominant stone family on the Earth plane, with
more gemstone varieties than any other family. What makes the Quartz family of great interest
to Hybrids and Lumen is the lesser-known classification based upon the ‘invisible’ crystal
structure. The most common types of Quartz are Amethyst, Citrine, Jasper, Quartz, Agate and
Onyx. Of these, only the latter two are considered cryptocrystalline. The cryptocrystalline
grouping is generally known as ‘chalcedony’ and includes Agate, Onyx, Carnelian, Chrysoprase,
and Sard. It is this group of cryptocrystalline quartz ‘Mini-Mountains’ that are most beneficial to
Hybrids and Lumen.
For Humans, quartz is greatly beneficial. It is often referred to as the ‘master healer’.
Wearing clear quartz or having it in a Human’s physical vicinity can assist with balancing their
energy, drawing off the negative energy aspects and amplifying the positive.
For Hybrids, the Quartz family is also beneficial. Quartz provides the same benefits to the
physical bodies of Hybrids that it does to the physical bodies of Humans. This is where the
similarity ends. For Hybrids, the chalcedony grouping within the Quartz family can assist
Hybrids in strengthening their psychic abilities. The stones best suited to the individual Hybrid is
based upon the relationship that Hybrid has chosen to have with that particular stone.
Lumen have an interesting effect on the structures of the macrocrystalline stones within the
Quartz family. This is the family of stones intended to draw away any negative energy the
Luman may have absorbed unintentionally. For this reason, it is quite common for a Luman to
keep clear quartz in their energy field. For Lumen, it is a ‘drain detector’.

Aligning with ‘Mini-Mountains’ – the Spinel Family
Stones of the Spinel family create the energy of encouragement for any being — Human,
Hybrid, Luman, plant, animal, Mountain — when they are dealing with challenges. To be able to
provide this type of support across such a large range of frequencies (for each of the groups
supported carry their own frequency) requires incredible intelligence and compassion. We
believe they are able to accomplish so much due to their singly refractive structure.
Hybrids are particularly impacted by the energy frequency which supports releasing
resistance. Shifting from the perspective of a Human to the perspective of a Hybrid can be very
disconcerting. If you are having difficulty with this transition, bring Spinel into your energy.
Simply having a small piece of Spinel in your pocket or in a piece of jewelry you are wearing is
all that is required.
Lumen do not seem to have any necessary or natural impact on Spinel stones.

Aligning with ‘Mini-Mountains’ – the Spodumene Family
The Spodumene family of stones is diverse ranging from industrial grade Spodumene, the
primary source for mineral lithium, and gem quality Spodumene, the stone known as Kunzite.
The two ‘grades’ of Spodumene are quite different in their effect on the Human body. This is
not necessarily true of their effect on Hybrids, or the Luman effect on Spodumene.
For Humans, gem quality Spodumene, Kunzite, reacts with the heart center of the individual,
affecting their thoughts and feelings about themselves and others. Depending upon the

individual and any recent engagement by a Luman with the particular stone, these feelings can
range from a ‘burst of love’ to a sense of ‘deep peace’. The response to the stone is largely due
to the needs of the Human interacting with the ‘Mini-Mountain’.
For Hybrids, this ‘Mini-Mountain’ supports an expansion of self-awareness, whether in the
form of an expansion of consciousness, a deepening of intuition, or a calming of the ‘drama’
resulting from believing themselves to be Human.
When members of the Spodumene family are in the presence of Lumen, they tend to slow
their frequency, allowing more and more of the impact to reach more and more of the Human
population. Kunzite is an extremely high-frequency stone. By slowing the frequency, it allows
the Kunzite to be more affective in relationship with Humans and some Hybrids.

Aligning with ‘Mini-Mountains’ – the Topaz Family
We, The Mountains of the World, believe the Topaz family to be one of the most valuable
stones for Humans on the Earth plane. Topaz was not originally intended to primarily support
Humans; however, as the evolutionary process has occurred, the beneficial aspects of Topaz —
supporting Humans in aligning with their own energy systems — is becoming more and more
critical. Topaz can support a realignment to self, resulting in the Human’s energy system being
recharged and renewed.
Hybrids, once aware and awake, naturally realign with their conscious understanding of
themselves. Further, when Hybrids do realign, they are generally beyond the frequency reach
of the Topaz family.
Lumen assist in recharging members of the Topaz family when in their presence. This
recharging can appear to ‘light up’ the Topaz, causing people to believe it has been ‘heated’ and
to assume Human intervention. It was an occurrence with a Luman in connection with a
number of Topaz stones that created the first Imperial Topaz … an exceedingly rare stone.

Aligning with ‘Mini-Mountains’ – the Tourmaline Family
The Tourmaline family is one of the most important of the ‘Mini-Mountains’. Their effect on
all Humans, Hybrids, Lumen and Elementals (the gnomes, fairies, and tree and plant spirits) is
important and impactive.
Tourmaline is the stone of purpose. Its frequency supports a complete and conscious understanding

of individual purpose for all beings in its presence. This is why it is so valuable for the current Earth plane
transition. It is only through conscious awareness that beings on the Earth plane are able to follow their
knowing and align to their purpose.

Different members of the Tourmaline family can best support Humans, Hybrids and Lumen.
Schorl or black Tourmaline carries a frequency most easily accessed by Humans. Having
‘black tourmaline’ in their presence supports awareness and understanding.
For Hybrids, the stone known as Pink Tourmaline is most helpful. Although Hybrids are often
very aware of their purpose and intention for their Earth iteration, confusion can occur. Having
a Pink Tourmaline in their presence when such occurs can quickly return calm and order to their
conscious thinking.

Tourmaline is a stone which positively impacts any Luman walking the Earth plane.
Tourmaline, especially the stone known as Watermelon Tourmaline (a specific blend of
frequency), brings clarity if there is confusion, and insight when there is not.

Aligning with ‘Mini-Mountains’ – the Zircon Family
The Zircon family, the natural Zircon family, brings the energy of ‘made manifest’ to the
Earth plane. Many other of the ‘Mini-Mountain’ families operate on the etheric or Cosmic
plane. Zircon brings that which has been created in the ethers into physical form. It is for this
reason that a man-made product is also called by the name Zircon.
Due to its powerful properties, Humans have a difficult time in the presence of Zircon. In
fact, this stone is best avoided by Humans, especially Souls in Human form who are low on the
evolutionary scale. Zircon is of such a frequency and intelligence that We have known it to ‘get
lost’ when in the presence of a Human who would not benefit by its frequency.
Hybrids, especially aware and awake Advanced Hybrids, benefit greatly from the frequency
of Zircon. One of the many responsibilities of Hybrids is to ‘make manifest’, to bring into form
that which has been conceived in the etheric or Cosmic realm. Zircon can assist with this task.
Some of the Zircon family, especially the colorless members, become especially powerful
after having been in the company of a Luman.

Aligning with ‘Mini-Mountains’ – the Zoisite Family
The Zoisite family is most unusual, as its members seem to keep themselves to themselves
and are only found in specific spots on the Earth plane. One of the reasons this occurs is the
interconnection between the different stones Zoisite is found in harmony with, and the various
forms of Zoisite. The best known of this family is the stone called Tanzanite, found only in
Tanzania.
For Humans, Zoisite is a stone frequency rich in possibilities … possibilities only those who
are acting in the best interest of the Human race and Gaia can access. Zoisite primarily provides
humans with ‘the frequency of direction’. It supports their thinking and acting in the manner
most in alignment with their Soul’s intentions.
For Hybrids, this stone family is also very rich in possibilities. Hybrids are well advised to be
in the company of members of the Zoisite family when they are feeling out of touch with
communication from the higher frequencies. This alone, makes the Zoisite family very
important to Hybrids, especially those who are just beginning to develop their intuitive
knowing.
Members of the Zoisite family are directly impacted by being in the energy of a Luman. This
impact results in the stones being able to transmute their frequency, the frequency of
possibilities, to all other stones around them. If you happen upon a ‘magical’ place, know it is
very probable a Luman has activated the ‘sharing power’ of Zoisite stones in that space.

